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It is my great pleasure to launch the Wexford Way Skill Development
Pathway for our coaches and young players. Wexford GAA is proud to be the
lead sporting organisation in promoting core community values as well as the
physical, mental and social wellbeing of our county. This player pathway is a
guide to mentors, players and parents as to what they should be doing as our
players progress through each age group in their GAA playing career. Its
purpose is to aid and assist all concerned to maximise enjoyment and
participation, with player welfare at the core of the plan. We hope this will
provide assistance in ensuring the development of all players to reach their
full potential, from their first introduction to Gaelic games at nursery level, up
to the adult teams and beyond.

The development of this pathway is the cornerstone of our recently launched
strategic plan. We have made great strides in recent years and we have an
opportunity to further enhance our programmes. Now, more than ever, our
children need to be given the opportunity to develop skills and confidence
through good coaching and teaching. The Wexford Way document is filled
with valuable information of the game that can be coached from the basic
fundamental movement skills to the technical skills of our games. This
pathway recognises our unique dual code approach and gives practical tips on
how to develop both codes.

The Wexford GAA Coaching and Games team is one to be proud of and I
thank them most sincerely for their efforts in developing this resource. Our
team will be active in the coming months and years in working with our
coaches to implement the ideas and help develop an understanding of what is
required at each grade.

Our games are hugely important to the well-being of young and old, and our
youth will need significant support as we recover from the Covid-19
pandemic. We are all conscious that we can play a role in brightening the
days ahead and we are committed to doing so. I would like to express my
thanks to all our coaches and teachers, who instil a love of our games among
the young players of Wexford

Ar aghaidh linn le chéile.

Micheál O Mairtín

Cathaoirleach CLG Loch Garman



“Player Pathways” are universally recognised nowadays, but when you sit
back and look at them, they are basically what every GAA club has been, or
should be. Player Pathways are essentially, what clubs are all about. Starting
at an early age, and helping players through the various age levels, providing
learning, enriching experiences for our players, so that they are still playing
GAA at the end of their underage careers, they are also prepared, and ready
for the challenges they face as they progress to the adult ranks in their
club/county.

This Player Pathway is a systematic approach adopted by Wexford GAA
Club to maximise player potential and increase the enjoyment of all our
players. The purpose of this Player Pathway is to help guide coaches,
managers, mentors and parents who play an active role in the development of
our young Gaelic footballers & hurlers. It provides a framework for the
development of skills, fundamental movement, physical focus and game
specific capacities that coaches can follow stage by stage. The intention is to
provide coaches with guidelines and recommendations in the form of a
repeatable, staged framework, in order to give our young players, the best
opportunity to reach their full potential at whatever level they might play.

This document also provides examples of best practice for all age groups as
well as giving examples of age appropriate games and activities. We have
dedicated a section at the end of each age group for Skills testing/checklists
to give a frame-work for coaches to work from as we believe having a way of
tracking a player’s improvements is vital and will provide coaches with
information that can assist them in implementing their training plans. As
players grow, develop and learn at different rates throughout their lives, it
must be noted, this pathway document is only a general guide to bear in mind
when working with your players.

Wexford Coaching & Games Team
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There are 5 key stages in the player pathway which have detailed player
characteristics and describe the practical elements that must be coached
during these ages. The 5 stages are:
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Introduce: the Skill Verbally introduce the skill, providing a brief
description. Outline the Key Teaching Points.
Demonstrate the skill: perform it in full a number of times. Then
break the skill down, making a point of noting the position of the
Head, Hands, (Hurley) and Feet for each distinct component.
Repeat the skill in full again.
Explain: Verbally and Visually explain how you want the skill
practiced, i.e. the organisation of the drill or activity.
Attend: Observe the players performing the skill a number of
times. Provide feedback on how to correct any errors.

Space: Increasing or Decreasing the amount of space available
may reduce or increase the difficulty.
Time/Task: Change the task that the players are required to
perform, e.g., choosing a more difficult technique to perform. Use
time to challenge players e.g., how many passes in 30 seconds.
Equipment: Change the equipment used, e.g., from using a big ball
to a smaller ball, or from using a wall to a partner.
Players: Introduce opposition, firstly in token form, before
progressing gradually to full opposition. Change the number of
players to give an advantage to the attacking or defending
players.
Rules: vary the playing rules e.g., 1-2 touches, number of passes
required, goals/points only.
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During an activity/game stop the players by calling FREEZE, ask the
player to pretend to REWIND what they have just done and ask them
to REPLAY it to see would they do anything differently.

Coaches by asking questions and by encouraging feedback can
check if their players are understanding what points they are trying
to get across. It also involves the players andgives them the
opportunity to come up with solutions themselves. Ask open ended
questions, E.g., if the ball is in a certain area of the pitch what might
your options be?

Give the players ‘free play’ time in each session and ask them do try
some skills/tricks that they have seen their favourite player doing.
Maybe show them a video of a county player doing a skill and
challenge them to try replicate it.

When players are performing a skill watch their technique and
‘SPOT‘ any mistakes, take the player aside and ‘FIX’ their technique.
This helps prevent poor technique becoming ingrained.
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F1 = Nursery/Shed Blitzes/Early Stage Go Games/
Camán Everybody.
F2 = Go Games/Primary School Activity/Rackard League/
Mini 7's/Hurling 365/Peil4All.
F3 Stage 1 = Youth Games Programme/Rising Stars//Féile/
Martin Storey Tournament/Mattie Forde Tournament.
F3 Stage 2 = Adult Leagues/Adult Championships (Grade
Junior to Senior).

The GAA, in association with the Camogie Association and LGFA, have
launched a new National Player Pathway that is aimed at continued
particiaption and inclusion across all levels of the Association. In the pathway,
there are three levels from grassroots level to Senior intercounty: Foundation
(F), Talent (T) and Elite/High Performance (E).

Below is what is provided by Wexford GAA to provide enjoyment and
patricipation in our sports:



I like Target, Chasing,
Court & Fun Games 

 and Races.

I can only run flat out and want my
own ball. I’ve a short attention span
and won’t really play team activities.

Introduce me to skills practice and play
with a partner for short periods.
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Pick, Stick & Steal

Hook A Duck
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Rob the Nest

Hit The Cone
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Balloon Keepy Uppys

Monkey Tails
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PLEASE TICK

Coach/Parent Checklist

Hurl Appropriate: Weight Size

Hurl Hand
Established:

Yes No

Correct Grip: Grip Ready Lock

Catching Hand
Established:

Yes No

Can they solo a bean
bag (out 5m & back)

Yes No

Can they dribble
the ball 10m?

Yes No
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PLEASE TICK

Coach/Parent Checklist

Knee Solo

Bounce & Catch

Ground Kick

Pick Up

Chest Catch

Throwing
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I like Target, Court, Field, Part-

Invasion, Full-Invasion & Small-

Sided Games (2v2, etc...).

I can only run flat out and I

like showing off.

I want my own ball, but I will play with

others too. I want my coach to be

energetic & have lots of games. I like

learning new skills and want to get

better at them.

I thrive on positive feedback and I

don’t really like long talks from

coaches, I just want to play.
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Rock, Paper, Scissors, Score

Ship, Sea, Shore
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Clean The Yard

Pooper Scooper
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First Home Wins

King of the Ring
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PLEASE TICK

Coach/Parent Checklist

Ground Strike (right side)
Fluid 'C' Swing

0-10m 10-15m

Ground Strike (left side)
Fluid 'C' Swing

15m+

Solo Bean Bag/Ball
 (out 10m turn & back)

Yes

Overhead Catch
Coach throws ball from

10m, player catches
overhead

Roll Lift How many in 60 seconds?

Ball Hops
(Hop Ball on Hurl)

How many in 60 seconds?

No

How many catches from 5 attempts?

0-10m 10-15m 15m+
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Focus on Technique
PLEASE TICK

Coach/Parent Checklist

Hand Pass
(Left & Right Hand)

Foot Solo

Bounce
(2 Hands & Dominant)

Punt Kick
(Left & Right Foot)

Overhead Catch

Pick Up
(Left & Right Foot)
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I like Target, Court, Chasing,

Modified & Small-Sided Games

3v3, 4v4, 5v5...

I run flat out and like to show off.

I need small group activities and

partner work to improve.

I need an enthusiastic coach with lots of

activities. I can play any position. I love

my sessions to start with a game.I need approval from my coach and

parents.
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Seize the Castle

3 and In
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Landfill

Prison Break
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Clean Your Room

Goals Goals Goals
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PLEASE TICKCheck List: The Swing

Salute C-Shape
Follow

Through
Right Left

Ground Strike

Ball Control
How many out of 6 attempts?

Catch
How many in 5 attempts?

Bounce Strike

Jab Lift
How many in 30 seconds?

Roll Lift
Time taken to complete:

Strike from Hand
Right Left

0-20m = 5 pts; 20-40m = 10 pts, 40m+ = 15 pts

Hand Pass
Right Left

How many out of 5 attempts?

LeftRight

Skills Tests
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Hand Pass
Total Score = 10 points

Catching

Crouch Lift
How many in 30 seconds?

Total Score = 10 points

Punt Kick
Total Score = 10 points

Solo on the Move
Total Score = 12 points (6 points each side)

LeftRight

Hook Kick
Total Score = 10 points (5 points each side)

LeftRight

Frontal 
Block

Near hand
Tackle

Yes

Yes

No

No

Are they able to:
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I like Court, Field, Modified,

Conditioned & Small-Sided

Games (7v7, 9v9...).

I’m starting to really enjoy team

games and love competing. I want to

improve my decision making in

games but I can be self conscious

learning new skills.

I need to learn to attack the

ball.

The games I play in training test my

game sense.
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Flicker Pickers vs. Rucker Pluckers

Over the Bar
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React

Hoop Dreams
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Keep it Moving

Add a Player Blitz
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PLEASE TICKCheck List: Overhead Catch

Hurl
Protecting

Hand

Hand
Reaching

Above Head

Claw Shape
Hand

Clean Catch

Strike on the Move
How many points out of 6 attempts?

Strike from Hand
Left & Right

Hand Pass
Total Score = 8 points (2 points per accurate pass)

Jab Lift & Move

Roll Lift & Carry

How many out of 5 attempts?

Ball Control
How many points out of 6 attempts?

Time taken to complete:

How many in 60 seconds?
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Hook Kick
How many points out of 6 attempts?

Punt Kick

High Catch
Total Score = 10 points (1 point per catch)

Total Score = 10 points (5 points each side)

Crouch Lift &
Swivel

How many in 30 seconds?

Hand Pass
2 points for each successful attempt

Frontal Block
on the move

Near Hand
Tackle on the

move

Right
Hand

Left
Hand

Right
Hand

Left
Hand

Are they able to:
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I like Part Invasion, Game

Scenario's, Modified,

Conditioned & Small-Sided

Games (7v7, 9v9, 11v11).

I’m learning that if I practice my

performance improves but also I can

be really self conscious in front of

the group. Teamwork becomes more

important.

My training activity during the week

needs to be moderately increased.I need to get plenty of Game Time

on Match Day.
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Snipers

Attack the Ball
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Defend the Goals

Back & Forth
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Win It In The Air

Coach Call
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Strike from Hand
on the Move

Scoring Distance:

25-35m =
5 points

35-45m =
10 points

45m+ =
15 points

Catching
Total Score = 10 points (2 points per successful catch)

Hand Pass off the
Hurl

Total Score = 8 points (2 points per accurate pass)

Batting Overhead

Ball Control
How many points out of 6 attempts?

How many points out of 4 attempts?

Jab Lift on the
Move

How many successful lifts in 60 seconds?

Roll Lift on the
Move with

Spin/Roll Off

How many successful lifts in 60 seconds?
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Hook Kick for
Accuracy

Total Score = 6 points

Dummy Kick Solo
Maximum Score = 10 points

Chip Lift
How many in 30 seconds?

Hand Pass
2 points for each successful attempt

Long Punt Kick
Total Score = 20 points

Are they able to:
Break down the

high ball to a team
mate?

Yes No

Yes No
Shadowing their

Opponent?
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I like Part Invasion, Game

Scenario's, Modified, Conditioned,

Small-Sided, Full & Possession

Games.

I’m physically

developing at different rates to

my peers. I need Reinforcement from

my coach and like to feel popular.

I am developing Positional Sense but still

need the challenge of playing different

positions.I need at about 16 games per year

to properly develop.
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1,2 Score

Backs & Forwards
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Head for Goal

Clean Catch, Score!
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Start the Attack

Momentum
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Hand Pass of the
Hurl

Maximum Score = 20 points 

Ground Striking

Free Taking
Maximum Score = 60 points

Jab Lift & Strike
Maximum Score = 60 points (10 points per ball)

Ball Control

Sideline Cut
Maximum Score = 60 points

Maximum Score = 30 points (5 points per ball)

Maximum Score = 50 points

Long Puck
Maximum Score = 40 points

Additional Test:
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Area 2:
Punt Kick Accuracy

Maximum Score = 20 points (10 points per kick)

Area 3:
Pick Up & Solo

Maximum Score = 30 points

Area 4:
Hand/Fist Pass

Accuary

Maximum Score = 20 points (10 points per pass)

Area 5:
Gates

Deduction If Required = 5 points

Area 1:
Start

Maximum Score = 10 points 
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Area 9:
Timing

Additional Points If Required

Area 7:
Kick for a Score

Maximum Score = 10 points 

Area 6:
Kick for a Score

Maximum Score = 10 points

Area 8:
Hand/Fist Pass 

for a Score

Maximum Score = 10 points 
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I like Modified, Conditioned,

Intense Small-Sided & Full

Games.

If I’m a slow developer I begin to

catch up with my peers. I need to be

encouraged to embrace positive live

skills. Time management and

personal training.

I have a strong connection with adult

role models. E.g. Senior Players

I need plenty of Match Day Scenarios

sweeper, defending zones, 15 v 15,

restarts, deploying ball winners,

Various conditions.
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Intensity

Personal Responsibility
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Restart Mayhem

Divide & Conquer
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Recycle & Score

Shot Clock
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 High Catch/Over
the Bar

Total Score Overall:

 First Touch &
Hand Pass

Total Score Overall:

Through the Hands
Total Score Overall:

Total Score Overall:Deliver the Ball

Maximum Score: 15 points (5 points per attempt)Shooting Under
Pressure

Work Rate
 Total Score Overall:
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Total Score Overall (5 points per solo)

Kicking for
Accuracy

Total Score Overall (10 points per score)

Shooting 
(6 Shot Challenge)

Total Score Overall (10 points per score)

Total Score Overall (10 points per score)
Hand Pass

Solo

Total Score Overall (10 points per score)
High Catch
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Player in the Middle

Shooting on the Run
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In and Out

77

Circle



Off the Shoulder

78

Angled Shooting



Football Skills Cards

- Block Down
- Bounce
- Crouch Lift
- High Catch
- Chest Catch
- Feint & Side Step
- Solo 
- Fist Pass
- Hand Pass
- Punt Kick
- Hook Kick
- Near Hand Tackle

Hurling Skills Cards

- High Catch
- Roll Lift
- Jab Lift
- Solo
- Strike from the Hand
- Batting
- Dribble
- Frontal Block 
- Hook
- Grip & Swing
- Ground Strike
- Hand Pass
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https://learning.gaa.ie/planner/
https://twitter.com/Peil4All
https://learning.gaa.ie/bereadytoplay
https://www.youtube.com/user/LearningGAA/videos
https://leinstergaa.ie/turas-child-resource-templates/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKumbeDZ4go&t=40s
http://www.wexfordgaa.ie/
https://twitter.com/wexgaacoaching
https://www.instagram.com/officialwexfordcoaching/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWqIobd_pViFync-q0ePkFw
https://twitter.com/hurling365?lang=en
https://learning.gaa.ie/sites/default/files/Coach/Files/Block%20Down-skillcard_09_aw.pdf
https://learning.gaa.ie/sites/default/files/Coach/Files/Bounce-skillcard_09_aw.pdf
https://learning.gaa.ie/sites/default/files/Coach/Files/Crouch%20Lift-skillcard_09_aw_new.pdf
https://learning.gaa.ie/sites/default/files/Coach/Files/High%20Catch-skillcard_09_aw.pdf
https://learning.gaa.ie/sites/default/files/Coach/Files/Body%20Catch-skillcard_09b_aw.pdf
https://learning.gaa.ie/sites/default/files/Coach/Files/Feint-skillcard_09b_aw.pdf
https://learning.gaa.ie/sites/default/files/Coach/Files/Solo-skillcard_09_aw.pdf
https://learning.gaa.ie/sites/default/files/Coach/Files/Fist%20Pass-skillcard_09b_aw.pdf
https://learning.gaa.ie/sites/default/files/Coach/Files/Hand%20Pass-skillcard_09b_aw.pdf
https://learning.gaa.ie/sites/default/files/Coach/Files/Punt%20Kick-skillcard_09_aw.pdf
https://learning.gaa.ie/sites/default/files/Coach/Files/Hook%20Kick-skillcard_09_aw.pdf
https://learning.gaa.ie/sites/default/files/Coach/Files/Near%20Hand%20Tackle-skillcard_09_aw.pdf
http://clgnafianna.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Overhead-Catch-Skill-Card.pdf
http://clgnafianna.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Overhead-Catch-Skill-Card.pdf
https://learning.gaa.ie/sites/default/files/Coach/Files/Jab%20Lift-skillcard_09b.pdf
http://clgnafianna.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Solo-Run-Skill-Card.pdf
http://clgnafianna.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Solo-Run-Skill-Card.pdf
https://learning.gaa.ie/sites/default/files/Coach/Files/Batting%20a%20ball-skillcard_newaw.pdf
http://clgnafianna.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Dribble-Skill-Card.pdf
http://clgnafianna.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Frontal-Block-Skill-Card.pdf
http://clgnafianna.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Hook-Skill-Card.pdf
http://clgnafianna.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Grip-and-Swing-Skill-Card.pdf
https://learning.gaa.ie/sites/default/files/Coach/Files/Ground%20Strike-skillcard_09_aw.pdf
https://learning.gaa.ie/sites/default/files/Coach/Files/Hand%20Pass-skillcard_09_aw.pdf
https://learning.gaa.ie/playerpathway


Games Development Manager:
Ray Harris - ray.harris.gdm.wexford@gaa.ie

Games Development Administrator:
Anthony Masterson - anthony.masterson.gda.wexford@gaa.ie
Shane O'Hanlon - shane.ohanlon.gda.wexford@gaa.ie
 

Games Promotion Officer:
Al Monahan - al.monahan.gpo.wexford@gaa.ie
Seamus Byrne - seamus.byrne.gpo.wexford@gaa.ie
JJ Doyle - jj.doyle.gpo.wexford@gaa.ie
James Donoghue - james.donoghue.gpo.wexford@gaa.ie
James Flynn - james.flynn.gpo.wexford@gaa.ie
Lloyd Colfer - lloyd.colfer.gpo.wexford@gaa.ie
Barry Leacy - barry.leacy.gpo.wexford@gaa.ie
Seamus Casey - seamus.casey.gpo.wexford@gaa.ie
Geraldine Curtis - geraldine.curtis.gpo.wexford@gaa.ie

The Coaching and Games Team in Wexford GAA are more than happy to
help any club, coach, player, parent or mentor that would like to learn and
improve in any aspect of the pathway. Each member of the team is
passionate about the job they do and the games we play. Below is the
team:

Thank You!
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